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Abstract. Most existing robots can recognize trained hand gestures to
interpret user’s intent, while untrained dynamic hand gestures are hard
to be understood correctly. This paper presents a dynamic hand gesture
recognition approach based on Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL), which can rec-
ognize untrained hand gestures and predict user’s intention. To this end,
we utilize a Bidirectional Long-Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) network
to extract hand gesture feature from skeletal joint data collected by Leap
Motion Controller (LMC). Specifically, this data is used to construct a
novel dynamic hand gesture dataset for human-robot interaction appli-
cation. Twenty common hand gestures are included and fifteen concrete
semantic attributes are condensed. Based on these features and semantic
attributes, a Semantic Autoencoder (SAE) is employed to learn a map-
ping from feature space to semantic space. By matching the most similar
semantic information, the unfamiliar hand gestures are recognized as cor-
rect as possible. Experimental results on our dataset indicate that the
proposed approach can effectively identify unfamiliar hand gestures.
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1 Introduction

Recently, hand gesture recognition has been widely applied in various fields, such
as medical technology [14,24], sign language recognition [3,8], virtual reality and
human-robot interaction [2,9,17]. Specially, in human-robot interaction, hand
gesture, as one of the most intuitive and efficient interactive interfaces, can help
a person with speech barrier communicate with the robot [17], remote control
the robot [9] and express intention [2]. Therefore, a robot with the capability of
recognizing hand gestures becomes more practical and valuable.

However, a limitation of existing hand gesture recognition algorithms is that
they need to learn gestures from large amounts of labeled image data. Thus, they
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can only classify familiar hand gestures based on training dataset. In real human-
robot interaction, the robot may encounter some unfamiliar hand gestures. Under
these circumstances, the robot needs to have the ability to guess what meanings
the unseen hand gestures convey. Fortunately, ZSL methods provide a solution
for identifying unseen categories.

ZSL relies on a labeled training set of seen classes and the semantic rela-
tionship between the seen and unseen classes. Seen and unseen classes are usu-
ally related in a semantic embedding space. The semantic relationships between
classes can be measured by a distance in this space. In the recognition task, the
class label of a test sample is assigned to the nearest unseen class prototype in
the semantic space. Currently, ZSL is mainly applied in 2D image recognition
for object classification [5,10,11,23]. The studies about hand gesture recognition
[18] are very rare.

In this paper, we present a novel unfamiliar dynamic hand gesture recogni-
tion method based on ZSL. First, hand and finger skeletal joint data is collected
by a LMC and used to build a novel hand gesture dataset involving twenty com-
mon hand gestures and fifteen concrete semantic attributes. Then, we utilize a
BLSTM network [7] to extract hand gesture features and employ SAE [10] to
analyze the semantic information. By matching the predicted semantic repre-
sentation and the semantic prototypes, the unfamiliar gestures can be inferred.
Finally, experimental results on the novel hand gesture dataset demonstrate
effectiveness of the proposed method.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related work on hand ges-
ture recognition is reviewed in Sect. 2. Afterwards, the unfamiliar hand gesture
recognition approach is elaborated in Sect. 3. Section 4 provides the experimen-
tal results and analysis. Finally, conclusions and future work are summarized in
Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Traditional work on hand gesture recognition mostly uses information captured
by data gloves [4] or 2D digital cameras [22]. However, the data gloves are not
user-friendly, and the 2D images include limited information for dynamic hand
gesture recognition. In recent years, depth sensors, such as the Leap Motion
controller (LMC) [6,16,19] and Microsoft Kinect [12,20,25], have widely used
in hand gesture recognition because they can contribute rich 3D information to
enhance the accuracy. Especially, LMC is cheaper and more portable, and has
higher localization precision (which is about 0.2 mm [26]). Abundant 3D hand
data, such as palm positions, hand directions and skeletal joint positions, can
be easily collected by a LMC without extra computational work. For instance,
Lu et al. used palm direction, palm normal and fingertip data captured from
a LMC to recognize dynamic hand gestures, and reached an accuracy of 95.0%
for the Handicraft-Gesture dataset [16]. Chen et al. utilized a LMC to acquire
the motion trajectory of 36 hand gestures, and the accuracy of SVM approach
is 98.24% [6].
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In addition to determining the source of the data, the recognition method
is also important for hand gesture recognition. Wang et al. utilized a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to estimate motion trajectory of hand gesture in a service
robot system [9]. Lu et al. first recognized dynamic hand gestures using Hidden
Conditional Random Field (HCRF) which was only applied in speech recognition
[16]. Tang et al. employed Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) to extract robust
features and precisely recognize hand postures [25]. All of the aforementioned
hand gesture recognition methods have a common drawback that they cannot
identify unfamiliar hand gestures. How to do it? ZSL algorithms make it possible.

Since Lampert et al. first proposed the attribute-based classification app-
roach, which was used to identify new classes based on attribute representation
[11], a large amount of ZSL models have been proposed one after another to
improve the performance of unseen class recognition. Paredes et al. proposed a
ZSL approach which adopted two linear layers to construct relationships between
features, attributes and categories [23]. However, that method left a large of
dimensions of the semantic space unconstrained. To solve this problem, Morgado
et al. combined two main strategies of ZSL, which are Recognition using inde-
pendent semantics (RIS) and Recognition using semantic embeddings (RULE)
[21]. However, the algorithm is limited to its model complexity and computa-
tional cost. In our proposed method, we use a linear SAE for ZSL [10], which
achieved state-of-the-art performance and had lower computational cost.

Most ZSL methods in object recognition application extract features by Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs). However, CNNs are not suitable for extract-
ing dynamic spatio-temporal sequential hand gesture features. Considering that
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) can encoder temporal information of dynamic
hand gesture sequences [15], we use RNNs to pre-process our original skeletal
joint data. In practice, Long Short-term Memory (LSTM), as a special RNN
architecture which replaces traditional artificial neurons in the hidden layer with
memory cells [15], can overcome the issue of gradient vanishing and error blowing
up. The Bidirectional LSTM network involves two hidden LSTM layers (forwards
and backwards) to store and process both past and future information [7]. Thus,
we use a BLSTM network to extract features of hand data.

3 Unfamiliar Hand Gesture Recognition Approach Based
on Zero-Shot Learning

3.1 Overview of Unfamiliar Hand Gesture Recognition Approach

The brief flow of our approach is shown in Fig. 1. Three modules are included:
data collection, feature extraction and ZSL. First, hand gesture data are captured
by LMC and pre-processed. Then, a BLSTM network is employed to extract
hand gesture features from the pre-processed data. Finally, we utilize a SAE
model for ZSL to learn a mapping from the feature space to the semantic space.
By comparing the distances between the estimated semantic representations and
the prototypes in the semantic space, hand gestures can be recognized.
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Fig. 1. Brief flow of the approach architecture.

3.2 Collecting Hand Gesture Data

We collect hand gesture data by a LMC. As shown in Fig. 2, the data frames of
LMC involve much information, such as palm positions, skeletal joint positions,
and so on. We choose the following information on a single right hand as the
input of our recognition system:

1. Palm center position in 3D space.
2. The pitch, yaw and roll of the hand, which are calculated from the hand

direction vector and palm normal vector.
3. The 3D positions of finger skeletal joints.

Fig. 2. Hand bones captured by the LMC. The red circles are finger skeletal joints.
(Color figure online)

We record hand gesture data with 50 Hz sampling rate. Pre-processing mainly
includes three steps. First, we eliminate the invalid data and select a fixed num-
ber of frames from each sequence. Then, to decrease the influence of different
hand location, the skeletal joint positions are replaced by the positions in relation
to the palm center position. Finally, these data are normalized to the interval
[0, 1] based on z-score.
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3.3 Feature Extraction

To better analyze the time correlation among sequential frame, a BLSTM net-
work is used to extract spatio-temporal features from hand gesture data. The
structure of this network is shown in Fig. 3. It is comprised of one input layer,
one BLSTM layer and one output layer. The BLSTM layer concludes two LSTM
layers (a forward one and a backward one), which can respectively deal with the
past and future spatio-temporal context [13]. The BLSTM layer is fully con-
nected to the input layer, and the outputs of the BLSTM layer are high-level
feature expressions. The size of the output layer is equal to the number of labeled
hand gestures. We use the softmax classifier to predict recognition results.

Fig. 3. The structure of the BLSTM network. (Color figure online)

In the training stage, we adopt the five-fold cross validation to select the best
model. The labeled data is divided into five parts. Each part is chosen as the
validation set without repetition. Meanwhile, the other four parts constitute the
training set to train the network. In the feature extraction stage, we delete the
output layer of the trained BLSTM model and put the labeled and unlabeled
data into this network to extract the feature vectors (see the output of red dashed
box in Fig. 3).

3.4 ZSL for Unfamiliar Hand Gesture Recognition

To recognize unfamiliar hand gesture, we need to learn high-level semantic rep-
resentations from extracted feature vectors in Sect. 3.3. Our method is based
on the SAE for ZSL [10], which achieved state-of-the-art performance currently.
We employ the simplest antoencoder which is linear and only has one hidden
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layer. An antoencoder contains an encoder and a decoder. The encoder projects
features into the hidden layer which represents the attribute space in our exper-
iment, and the decoder projects the attribute vectors back to the feature space
to reconstruct the original features.

During training, the input hand gesture features are denoted as XY = {xi} ∈
R

d×N and the semantic attributes are denoted as SY = {si} ∈ R
k×N , where xi

is a d-dimensional feature vector extracted from the i-th training sample, and si
is a k-dimensional corresponding semantic attribute vector of the i-th training
sample. The goal of ZSL algorithm is to obtain a projection matrix W ∈ R

k×d

which can describe the mapping from the feature space to the semantic attribute
space. The objective function is formulated as:

min
W

∥
∥X − WTS

∥
∥
2

F
+ λ ‖WX − S‖2F (1)

This unconstrained optimization problem can be transformed into solving a
Sylvester equation by using Bartels-Stewart algorithm [1].

During testing, the test hand gesture features XZ = {xi} and the attribute
prototypes of unseen classes SZ are provided to predict the labels of untrained
samples. Based on encoder projection matrix W obtained in training, we can
project a new test sample xi ∈ XZ to the semantic space by ŝi = Wxi. Then,
we predict an ideal hand gesture class label with minimum distance between
estimated semantic representation ŝi and the projection prototypes SZ :

Φ (xi) = arg min
j

D
(

ŝi,SZj

)

(2)

where SZj
is the attribute vector of the j-th unseen class, D is the L2 distance

function, and Φ (·) returns the class label of the sample. More theoretical deriva-
tion and proof details about SAE model can be found in [10].

4 Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1 Experimental Setting

Dataset. Because of the lack of open 3D dynamic hand gesture data captured
by the LMC, we build a novel dataset for our recognition task. Sixteen training
hand gestures and four test hand gestures contained in our dataset are shown
in Fig. 4. For each hand gesture class, we collected 50 data sequences, and each
sequence consists of 50 frames. Particularly, a frame contains hand direction,
palm center and 25 skeletal joint positions. Therefore, each frame is described
as an 81-dimensional vector.

Parameter Settings. For training the BLSTM network, the number of training
epochs is set to 100, and both batch size and the number of forward and backward
LSTM neurons are set to 64. We select the cross-entropy function as the loss
function, and the Adam optimization algorithm is utilized to minimize the loss.
After training, we extract a 128-dimensional feature vector from each sample
before the output layer. The output features of training set and test set are
included in our dataset for the subsequent ZSL.
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Fig. 4. Hand gestures in our dataset.

Semantic Representation. We condense fifteen semantic attributes about
various hand gestures. The correspondence between hand gesture classes and
semantic attributes is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The semantic attribute description
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4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we conducted extensive evaluation on unfamiliar hand gesture
recognition task on our dataset. In the first experiment, we conducted compar-
isons with two state-of-the-art ZSL models, which are the Embarrassingly Sim-
ple Zero-Shot Learning (ESZSL) [23] and the Synthesized Classifiers (SYNC)
[5], respectively. The qualitative evaluation results are shown in Fig. 5, and the
confusion matrices are shown in Fig. 6. We can observe that our model can sig-
nificantly outperform other methods. We also evaluate the computational cost
of these three ZSL methods. Table 2 shows that for model training and testing,
our method is the fastest.

In the second experiment, the effect of various size of training dataset is eval-
uated. We randomly delete fixed number classes from original sixteen classes in

Fig. 5. The qualitative evaluation results of different recognition methods.

Fig. 6. The confusion matrices of different ZSL models.

Table 2. Comparative evaluation on computation cost

Method Training time (s) Test time (s)

ESZSL 1.1311 0.147546

SYNC (CS) 1.4941 0.43829

SYNC (OVO) 1.8176 0.41969

SYNC (struct) 1.0786 0.48054

SAE 0.437094 0.018566
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training dataset, and calculate the average accuracies of 10 repeated experi-
ments. Average accuracies with different numbers of deleted classes are shown
in Fig. 7. From the trend of curve, we can see that the average accuracies will
decrease when deleting more classes from the training dataset. Because more
attributes cannot be learned, the more unlabeled classes will be not recognized.
In despite of deleting 5 training classes, we achieve the recognition accuracy of
37.5% , which still demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.
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Fig. 7. Average accuracy of different numbers of training classes. Vertical bars indicate
±1 standard deviation.

4.3 Discussion

The experimental results have indicated that the proposed method can well rec-
ognize the unfamiliar hand gestures. However, there are some improving space.
In the process of attribute design, more attributes can be added to describe more
complicated hand gestures. Deeper BLSTM network can be utilized to extract
more sophisticated hand gesture features.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a novel unfamiliar hand gesture recognition approach
based on ZSL. We collect hand and finger joint data from the LMC and con-
struct a hand gesture dataset with semantic information. The BLSTM network
is used to extract features and the SAE model for ZSL is built to infer semantic
description of unlabeled hand gestures. By matching the predicting semantic
information and ground truth, the unfamiliar hand gestures can be inferred.
Finally, the experimental results verify that our method achieves state-of-the-
art performance and has lower computational cost than other methods.

In the future, the proposed method will be applied to the real-life human-
robot interaction system. We plan to realize a real-time online hand gesture
recognition interface which can make the robot correctly understand user’s inten-
tion even though they use unfamiliar hand gestures.
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